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The ever-increasing need to be able to consume information and transact while on the move is obvious in 

almost every walk of life. While this has increasingly been the case for certain functions in corporations for 

a while, the recent push from the consumer world regarding mobile devices, consumption of content on the 

move, location-specific services, etc. has turbo-charged corporate interest in providing mobile applications 

for its workforce, customers, partners and others.  The simplicity and accessibility of using an “app” for a 

specific purpose has great appeal to almost everyone with a mobile device of any type. That “consumer” 

appeal is crossing over into the business world, and not just where consumers are concerned—the appeal is 

there for use by employees and B2B customers as well. In this roundtable we will address this mobile 

world, especially the trend towards corporate mobile apps, seeking to define approaches and nascent best 

practices. We have divided the day into four sessions, providing some questions to consider for each.  

 
 
Session 1: The Corporate Appscape: The Current State (please come prepared …).  This session will set 

the stage for the rest of the day. We will discuss the state of play of mobility and corporate mobile apps in 

the corporations’ present.  

 What are some of the major corporate mobility decisions being discussed and decided in your 

organization currently? What are your company’s goals in terms of implementing a mobility and 

mobile technology driven strategy? 

 How well do you think your company is addressing the 

blazing-fast pace of innovation in mobile technology? In the 

technology adoption lifecycle, where would you say your 

company falls? How is this being challenged or changed by 

the mobile innovation? 

 What’s the strategic case to be made for developing corporate 

mobile apps? What are the characteristics of a need that make a mobile app the best solution?  

 What is your current approach to mobile corporate apps? Do your execs view apps the same way 

your employee pool does? What kind of time-horizon is your company considering in terms of 

setting a mobile app strategy and deploying mobile apps?  

 What audiences are you addressing with mobile apps?  Customers? Partners? External-facing 

corporate functions like sales and service? Operations or logistics? Administrative functions? What 

is your top “killer app”? 

 What are the major technology and corporate policy hurdles you are encountering in setting the 

foundations for a successful corporate “appscape”? Which platforms do you support? 

 Share some examples of how your company or your colleagues have leveraged mobile technology 

in a novel or innovative way. What are some ways that mobile technology has failed in your 

business environment? Are you generally seeking to serve adopters or laggards? 

 What are some of your favorite mobile apps you use personally? From that experience, what do you 

envision is the potential of mobile apps to change or enhance how your business runs day to day? 
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Session 2: Customer-Facing Apps (please come prepared to …). In this session we will discuss the 

downstream customer-facing apps: (i) apps that customers will use, including product/service enhancement 

apps, and (ii) customer-supporting apps that are directly-used in interfacing with customers by sales forces, 

customer service, field engineers, and contrasting application, development, deployment and governance. 

 What kind of customer apps are currently being developed or have already been deployed?  

 What is your process for gathering ideas for customer apps? Is there a feed-back loop whereby 

ideas are discussed and developed in collaboration with those who are generating the ideas (i.e. 

customers, customer facing sales employees, etc.)? How are you evaluating the viability and 

success of customer apps? 

 Are you enforcing corporate communication standards (UI/UX, look and feel, corporate brand) 

consistently? How are you maintaining a consistent brand image in developing apps? 

 Are standardized public markets (Apple Store, Google Marketplace, etc.) the best distribution 

mechanism for customer apps? How does that contrast with customer-supporting apps, some of 

which you may also need to distribute outside the company walls—corporate apps store or no? 

 Have you chosen a consistent approach to the native vs. web apps (maximizing platform 

support) question for customer apps? How about customer-supporting apps? Which and why? 

 Are you taking an atomized (specialized) or integrated (full-featured, multi-purpose) approach to 

customer apps? How about your customer-supporting apps?   

 What platforms (iOS, Android, BlackberryOS, etc.) has your company chosen to focus on for 

customer apps? What are the pluses and limitations to this decision? 

 Have you outsourced development of these downstream apps? Who leads development? 

 How have you managed governance across functional divisions and geographies?  

 What are the key lessons learned in your deployment of both types of customer-facing apps?  

 Do you monetize apps or plan to? What are the preconditions for success? How should it be done?   

Session 3: Internal Apps (please come prepared to …).  This session will examine the uses of apps for 

internal productivity, and all internal functions, including executive reporting and tracking apps.    

 What kind of internal productivity apps are currently being developed or have already been 

deployed in your company?  

 How are you evaluating and prioritizing the development of the “must-have” versus the “nice-to-

have” internal apps? How do you track usage to see if a particular app is getting traction? 

 What is your process for gathering ideas for internal apps? How is the feed-back loop structured to 

solicit ideas from employees? Are app ideas discussed/developed in collaboration with those who 

have the need? How is your IT team and infrastructure set-up to handle internal requests for apps? 

 Are corporate “apps stores” the best way of distributing apps internally (i.e. employees and possibly 

partners)? 
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 Internally, have you chosen a device-centric or applications-centric approach? What are the 

considerations in deciding this? Have you outsourced or in-sourced development?  

 Have you taken a BYOD or corporate supplied device approach? What are the pros and cons of 

iOS, Android, Windows Mobile device decisions? How do you keep up with rapid developments? 

How are you approaching authentication? 

 What are the key lessons learned in your company’s development of internal productivity apps?  

Session 4: Where Are We Headed and What Will It Take?  (please come prepared to …). This session will 

focus on where we are headed with apps, the impact on broader development cycles in IT, and what the 

impact for the organization and skills of the IT organization are. We will also summarize the days lessons. 

 

 How do you see your corporate mobile apps approach evolving over the next 1-2 years? 

 Is a mobile apps effort complementary with, or somewhat contradictory to, the traditional 

approach/paradigm of applications design, development and delivery in corporations? Will there 

be convergence with traditional desk/laptop-based applications? Replacement? Coexistence? 

 How do we manage the development and running of apps in a business context with a 24x7 user 

base and new apps released constantly? How do we increase the speed with which we deliver? 

 Is IT the right place for the development of mobile apps to happen? Or is it more a case of IT 

setting up governance structures for apps development—IT as a gateway to 3
rd

 party developers? 

What are the strategic advantages/disadvantages of outsourcing vs. in-house apps development? 

 What’s the right overall approach and governance framework for the development, deployment 

and maintenance of apps? How does this differ based on: (i) audience; (ii) “utility" app or a 

“product-enhancement” app; and/or (iii) tie-in to larger corporate systems for data?  

 How does the deployment of smart-phones, netbooks, and tablets (iPads) figure into your 

company’s long-term technology deployment and refresh cycle strategy? 

 What requirements or critical decisions does your company have yet to make regarding policies 

such as Mobile Device Management (MDM) software (to ensure security) and BYOD? How will 

these shape the future of your corporate mobile app strategy? 

 Overall, what are our conclusions on security concerns? Are they greater? Or smaller because apps 

are more contained, and security is increasingly at the data level anyway? Do they differ by 

platform and/or device? 

 What are the implications of mobile apps approaches for IT, talent, and change management? Is 

mobile apps development changing IT works or collaborates with other groups? How? 


